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CHIEF aisal KalapatapuJ

editor’s letter
Dear Reader,

It’s no secret that pressures are high for students here 
at Kinkaid. We push ourselves to take the hardest 
classes to be set up well for the college admissions 
process. We fail to prioritize our sleep because we 
want to cram in that last bit of information before 
the test. We try to do every activity under the sun 
because that is what the ideal Kinkaid student is 
“supposed” to do. 

But this isn’t healthy. Occupying every moment of our 
day without stopping to take a break is detrimental 
to our mental, emotional and physical health. As 
students, we can’t continue to sacrifice our wellness 
at the cost of achieving these lofty goals. 

Luckily, there are many ways to stay well, both on and 
off the Kinkaid campus. In the process of writing this 
cover story, I thoroughly enjoyed hearing from both 
student and administrative perspectives regarding 
where Kinkaid has successfully implemented wellness 
initiatives and where there is room for improvement. 

Wellness is an ongoing process. There will always 
be room for improvement, room for growth. But I 
encourage every reader to take some time to think 
about what you can do to prioritize your wellness. 
You may find that it changes your life for the better.
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Thursday the 16th marked the first ever 
“Music for the Mind” concert featuring 

the Electric Lunch Band
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5"$#)'6"22 #"Forget having time to practice 
self-care, reading for pleasure, 

or binging Netflix. Grabbing 
dinner with friends is just a 

setback for tomorrow. These are 
the testaments of high school 

students...
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“The Hello Girls,” a musical that chronicles 
the true story of five American women who 
served as switchboard operators during the 

First World War...
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Mr. Eric Emerson, Upper School Debate 
Coach, is known for his unconventional 

teaching styles, but his staudents’ 
favorites are his pets...
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Joycie Brass coordinated the “Music for 
the Mind” concert to raise money for 
the National Alliance on Mental Illness 

Students, teachers and parents alike gathered 
in the quad, cheering and dancing as the 

Electric unch and played its rendition of 
ennie and the ets  on stage. tudents browsed 

a proud display of ceramic mugs, shirts and 
freshly baked goods that decorated tables.  

hursday the eb.  marked the first ever 
Music for the Mind  concert featuring the 

Electric unch and. 
he concert, organized by senior and Electric 

unch and member oycie rass, was organized 
to raise money for the ational Alliance on 
Mental Illness, or AMI. 

rass first got the idea after attending a similar 
student led fundraising concert, and knew the 
Electric unch and would be interested in 
mirroring something similar at Kinkaid. 

espite a plethora of causes to raise money for, 
rass settled on mental health awareness. 
I’ve always been really passionate about mental 

health. I’ve done a lot of scientific research about 
mental health in independent studies so I was 
really e cited,  rass shared. 

AMI consistently appeared as a highly rated 
organization for mental health, according to 

rass’ e tensive research and was a perfect fit for 
Kinkaid because of its large ouston branch. 

When rass approached people at the 
organization about her concert idea, they umped 

Senior Senior 
Organizes Organizes 
Concert Concert 
for Mental for Mental 
HealthHealth

at the opportunity to help coordinate the event, 
meeting with rass in person and virtually to 
coordinate plans. 

lanning the concert was no easy task  rass 
spent over two months organizing the event. 

he planning process has been a lot of logistics. 
I was really lucky because I had a lot of people I 
could delegate, too, so I could work on the music. 
We have a really long set list, almost all new songs 
and coordinating with AMI and the student 
bake sale and ceramic sale,  rass said. 

he Electric unch and played ack to lack  
and ennie and the ets,  among other crowd 
favorites. 

hey also invited other singers to come and 
showcase their skills throughout the concert, 
including ayton aly who performed eenage 

irtbag  as the crowd sang along. 
It was a lot of fun to work with new people,  

said unior laire artung, singer for the Electric 
unch and. 
When the band approached unior Evelyn Mach 

who specializes in singing and playing the guitar, 
she umped at the opportunity to perform and 

enior oycie rass 
playing keyboard with 
the Electric unch and. 

hoto by Kimetris altrip
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raise money for AMI. 
It’s a great way to bring the community 

together with music,  Mach said. 
In addition to sharing the stage with guest 

singers who performed with the Electric unch 
and, they also welcomed other bands, including 

the famed men’s acapella group, the alchords. 
he alchords’ presence at Kinkaid has 

diminished as members graduated, however, 
several upperclassmen saw the concert as a great 
opportunity to bring the group back together. 

We’ve been rehearsing weekly for about a 
month, but now that the concert is coming up, 
we’ve been practicing every day,  said unior and 
alchords member hris Kositprapa. 

heir practice paid off as the alchords 
performed a awless take of My irl  by he 
emptations. 
While the bands were preforming, other 

students sold ceramic pieces and ran the bake 
sale to bring in donations. 

enior ana hauri made her own mugs and 
plates to sell and and collected other pieces that 
were donated by ceramics students. 

A lot of the pieces were made a long time ago 
and were pieces that were unglazed or unclaimed 
by ceramics 
students and 
I finished,  

hauri said.  
he 

bake sale, 
organized 

unior 
Evelyn Mach 
performs with 
the Electric 
unch and.

hoto by 
Madison 

urba

uniors ierce 
Markowitz and hris 
Kositprapa and senior 
aisal Kalapatapu 

sing My irl  by he 
emptations with the 

rest of the alchords. 
hoto by Kimetris Baltrip
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by senior elen We ler, chair of tudent Affairs 
ommittee, was also an important way to bring in 

donations. 
We ler recruited members of the tudent Affairs 
ommittee to help bake goods and run the booth. 
I’m really e cited to see it come to life. It was a 

great idea for a great cause,  said senior and bake 
sale volunteer, Mia rice. 
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The whirring and mechanical 
noises of the  printers filled 
the library classroom, as students 
excitedly worked together to 
design items and print.

 Over Interim Term, Mr. Harlan 
Howe, technology coordinator and 
computer teacher, taught the class 
“Design to Print-3D.”

Students worked together, 
learning the overall process of 

 printing, including producing 
creative ideas and making elaborate 
online designs that they would later 
print. They made objects such as 
keychains, whistles, phone holders, 
and even fidget spinners.

Although the  printing Interim 
Term class was extremely popular, 
there is currently not a  printing 
class during the normal fall and 
spring semester schedules.

owever, Mr. owe said he still 
strives to give students the option 
to take a year round or semester-
long learning, focusing on 3D 
printing and design. 

“We would like to [have a 
class] someday, but if people are 
interested they can kind of drop in 
and say ‘Hey, I would like to learn’, 
and I am happy to show them,” Mr. 
Howe said. 

Students who took this class 
discussed all the design techniques  
they learned and how much fun 

they had with  printing. 
Matthew erman, sophomore, said 

that he took this class to learn about 
a new subject and to help gain 
knowledge that he could use for 
the future.

“It looked fun and I had outside 
e perience with  printing and so 
I thought it would be a good class 
to help expand my knowledge on 
the sub ect,  erman said.

Overall, 12 3D printers can be 
found around the school, with 11 
in the Upper School, and one in the 
Middle School. 

Mr. Howe has been pushing 
for more 3D printers and more 
opportunities for students to learn 
about the printing process. 

“I like the fact that you can make 
something from scratch that fits 
the need that you have. It’s very 
special that formerly you would 
have to hand make something  but 
with  printing, it only takes a 
matter of hours from your own 
home. If it fails, it was cheap and 
didn’t take too long to make,” Mr. 
Howe said. 

The 3D printers are available to 
all Upper School students, and 
Mr. Howe would love to spread 
knowledge and information about 

 printing to anyone with interest. 
 “Just go talk to Mr. Howe and he 

walks you through the steps on how 

Campus
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Printers

to use it and as long as you tell 
him before each use you can print 
whenever you want,  erman said.

Even without formal semester-long classes, students  
can learn how to use machines to make useful products 

Matthew erman  demonstrates how 
to use one of the school’s 3D printers.
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This year, Net Ops welcomed three new 
members to its staff  Mr. ’ eil eterson, 
technology support specialist; Mr. Max 
Khavarian, help desk support specialist; 
and Mr. David Olivares, another help desk 
support specialist.  

Mr. Olivares was working at the Village 
chool when a position at et ps opened. 

One of his close Village colleagues who 
transitioned over to Kinkaid told him he 
should apply for the job opportunity as Mr. 
Olivares had been working in technology 
for around  years. 

Mr. Olivares applied for the job, and now 
holds the position of help desk support 
specialist.

Mr. Khavarian, like Olivares, is also a help 
desk support specialist. He is a natural 
when working with tickets, so the ob 
brings him a lot of joy. 

When anyone puts in a ticket  whether 
they have a problem with their computer 
or anything campus related  I will direct 
them to where they need to go if I cannot 
troubleshoot it,” he said. 

Mr. Olivares was referred to this job by 
a family friend who already worked at the 
school. He had no idea Kinkaid had even 
e isted until he heard about the ob offer.

I’ve driven by this school many times and 
did not even know there was a school here,” 
Mr. Olivares said.

he final new member of et ps, Mr. 
Peterson, found the job from a friend as 
well. His friend heard about the opening at 
and informed him about it. 

When this position opened up, my 
friend] was like ‘Yeah man, here’s this job I 
think you would work well in,’ and I wanted 
you to apply for it, so I applied for it, and I 
got it,” Peterson said. 

Story and design 
by Will urba
  

O’Neil Peterson
  

Max Khavarian
  

David Olivares
  

Even without formal semester-long classes, students  
can learn how to use machines to make useful products Net Ops adds new specialists

Matthew erman  demonstrates how 
to use one of the school’s 3D printers.



When you walk into the classroom 
for Ms. Vanessa Zamudio-Lara, 
Upper School Spanish teacher’s, it’s 
immediately apparent how much she 
loves her pets.

Ms. Zamudio-Lara, or Profe, as her 
students call her, currently has four 
chihuahuas and a cat named Dalí.

Profe described her dog Bailey as 
a perpetual puppy. Although she’s 
almost , she’s still always energetic 
and ready to play. But despite her 
playful personality, Bailey doesn’t 

always get along with others.
“She is the sweetest dog, but she’s 

un poca gordita, so she’s always 
searching for food, especially Dalí’s. 
Every day I put his tuna fish in a dish 
up on his special chair so he can eat 
it, but he is a little bit dummy, so he 
always brings it down. That is not so 
smart because Bailey is always there 
to snatch it.”

olly antita, her daughter, has a 
special connection with rofe.

“I believe that in a previous life, 
I was just like her, and that’s why we 
get along so well. We’re both tiny but 
mighty, and although she’s only five 
and a half pounds, she thinks she is 
a wolf. he’s the most protective lap 
dog, so once she sits on your lap, she 
owns you. If you need to move, you 
have to ask her permission,” she said.

Chihuahua 
C r a z e

Teachers’ pets

Mr. Eric Emerson, Upper 
School debate coach, is known 
for his unconventional teaching 
styles, but his students’ favorites 
are his pets. 

Priscilla and Dodger are 
Australian shepherds from the 
South Texas Aussie Rescue. 
During the COVID-19 pandemic, 
when the Kinkaid debate team 
competed virtually, Mr. Emerson 
often brought riscilla and 
Dodger to school and they were 
quite popular with his students.

“It was a lot of fun to play with 
the dogs in between rounds. 
It was a great break where 
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everyone could take their minds 
off debate for a minute and ust 
chill, and they’re so cute!” said 
Kaveen Shah, sophomore and 
debate team member.

Mr. Emerson emphasizes 
the importance of in-person 
interaction during this age of 
screens. 

Playing with pets has been 
proven to have mental health 
benefits such as reducing 
cortisol and increasing serotonin 
levels in the brain.

“The dogs are great for 
reducing stress and the kids 
just loved having them around 

as a break from the intensity of 
debate tournaments,” said Mr. 
Emerson.

Priscilla and Dodger also 
helped bond the team members. 
According to Mr. Emerson, 
having the dogs around created 
a more comfortable and relaxed 

Dogs add needed break from stress 
when they visit class during school 
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Raining 
Cats And Dogs

Mrs. Jessica Hawkes, Upper School 
English teacher, has two pets that are 
sure to steal hearts. 

Moose, a Boykin Spaniel, and Ralph, a 
black kitten, are known for their adorable 
antics and loving personalities.

Moose, or Moosifer, as Mrs. Hawkes 
calls him, is a bundle of energy who loves 
everyone. 

“He’s an idiot, and I say that lovingly,” 
Mrs. Hawkes said.

Despite his playful nature, he’s joining 
agility classes to give him a job.

Ralph is a typical cat.
“One minute he’s loving and sweet and 

the next minute he’s trying to claw your 
arm off,  Mrs. awkes said.

Ralph was found under the hood of 
Mrs. Hawkes’ husband’s car during the 
freeze in Houston. 

Ralph and Moose have become best 
friends and love making chaos. They 
enjoy cuddling and playing chase, but 
Moose is often unamused by alph’s 
antics.

Moose, Mrs. Hawkes’ Boykin Spaniel

Priscilla and 
Dodger, debate 
teacher Mr. 
Eric Emerson’s 
Australian 
shepherds.

Photo courtesy 
of Eric Emerson

atmosphere, which allowed the 
team members to connect with 
one another in a more informal 
se ng. 

This bonding experience 
translated into a stronger team 
dynamic and ultimately better 
performance during debates.
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Student Creates for a Cure 
Story by Eva Humble and Jordan Roberts,
Design by Eva Humble and Jordan Roberts

Elisabeth Bell poses with her Elisabeth Bell poses with her 
creations at the raft air. creations at the raft air. 
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For senior Elisabeth Bell, what was 
once ust a hobby that served as gifts for 
family and friends has now turned into 
a successful business that helps to raise 
money and awareness for the ational 

coliosis oundation, or . 
elling ewelry is a large time 

commitment that Bell manages well in 
regard to the other aspects of her life. 

he sells a variety of products such as 
bracelets, necklaces, earrings, rings, and 
more, taking various lengths of time to 
create them. 

ell, who has scoliosis herself, said she 
felt that her life long hobby could be 
put to good use, so she began crafting 
a bead with a Peruvian company over 
email. lanning to use the bead for her 
bracelets, she designed it to have a green 
ribbon with a tiny graphic of a spine. 

en percent of the profits made from 
her bracelets are given to the . 

Bell began in December 2020, 
following the start of I  uarantine, 
and so far, ell reports that she has 
donated 100 bracelets to girls with 

scoliosis across the nited tates. 
Since then, she was not only having 

success with the scoliosis bracelets, but 
more and more people began to become 
interested in the ewels she was creating 
for herself and giving as gifts. 

“People started asking me to buy my 
ewelry and since I had a lot of downtime 
at home during I  ,  I decided 
to expand my hobby into a real business,” 
Bell said

ver time, the company has grown 
from only selling bracelets supporting 
the  to many varieties of ewelry. 

n top of making and creating the 
jewelry, she also has the entrepreneurial 
aspect of her ob. aving both a website 
and Instagram page allows her to update 
her social media presence and take 
photos to share the work she has been 
planning and making. 

In addition, she updates her financial 
spreadsheets regularly making sure that 
they are accurate as well as pu ng in 
time to prepare for local craft fairs or 
events. he craft fairs ell participates in 

on average take about eight hours. 
She pitches her products to customers 

throughout the day as well as taking 
time in the morning and after her shift to 
set up and take down her booth. 

ell manages her time between 
schoolwork and her jewelry business by 
keeping her studies as her o.  priority.

he uses her weekends and free time 
once she completes homework to  make 
ewelry. his lifestyle gets more di cult 
when she has upcoming craft markets, 
but she keeps this in mind when looking 
at her schedule for the week.

I plan and work ahead of my schedule 
so I will be able to focus on making my 
products during the school week,” she said. 

Although ell is a senior and will attend 
Tulane University next year, she says 
that she does plan on continuing her 
business. 

I think that it will do well if I continue 
it, but it also depends on how busy my 
schedule will be and if I will have room 
for all of my supplies and beads in my 
dorm,  ell said. 

Student Creates for a Cure 
Senior Elisabeth Bell creates trendy and stylish 
e el  to s o t he National coliosis o n ation 
and to fund her own business 

     

he ational coliosis 
oundation is a non profit 

organization based out of 
oston, Massachusetts 

whose main mission is to 
improve the daily lives 
of people living with 
scoliosis.

hrough avocation, 
they are attempting to 
detect scoliosis early 

on to prevent further 
progression in spinal 
deformities.

 All donations made to 
the foundation are used 
to fund scoliosis research 
pro ects. All levels of 
support are welcome by 
the foundation, which 
offers consultations to 
those who have been 

diagnosed with scoliosis. 
In the past, they have 

also hosted events for 
scoliosis education day.  

At these events, scoliosis 
patients, families, school 
nurses, and health care 
workers gather for 
educational, fun games. 

he  website is  
https www.scoliosis.org

ABOUT The National Scoliosis Foundation 

Bell’s bracelets in support Bell’s bracelets in support 
of scoliosis.of scoliosis.

Elisabeth Bell, a senior, displays jewelry 
she sells to support he ational 

coliosis oundation.
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STRENGTH: 
Trendy
Fits in 
cupholder 
Stays cold

WEAKNESS: 
Clunky
Can be heavy 
to carry

STRENGTH:
Fits in 
cupholder

WEAKNESS: 
Hurts the 
environment
Doesn’t 
stay cold
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By Abby Johnson
Design by Sarah Xu

STRENGTH: 
Trendy
Fits in 
cupholder 
Stays cold

WEAKNESS: 
Clunky
Can be heavy 
to carry

STRENGTH: 
Fits in cupholder 
Bottle’s contents 
hold temperature

WEAKNESS: 
Doesn’t stay as cold 
Leaks from the lid

STRENGTH: 
Stays super cold
Has a good amount 
of spill per sip

WEAKNESS: 
Doesn’t fit in 
cupholder 
Can be loud

choose your cup character
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even hours of school, two 
hour practices, and around 
three hours of homework per 
night. welve hours of a day 
can be spent accomplishing 
these tasks without even 
having the time to do the 
essentials such as eating, 
showering, and spending time 
with family. 

orget having time to 
practice self care, reading for 
pleasure, or binging e li . 
And grabbing dinner with 
friends can be ust another 
setback for the ne t day. hese 
are the testaments of high 
school students. 

In the past few years, the idea 
of wellness has been brought 
to the forefront of the Kinkaid 
community. 

Students are taught to 
prioritize mental, physical and 
emotional wellbeing. ut, the 
work hard, play hard mentality 
of the community works 
against this ideology. 

p first is the work hard 
mentality. Truth be told, not 
every student’s schedule is 
completely full, but some are 
over owing. 

or uniors and sophomores 
with the ultimate goal of 
ge ng into college, attempting 
to make a perfect  resum  
makes prioritizing wellness all 
the more di cult.

The looming pressure of 

college admissions pushes 
students to load up their 
agenda. etween A  classes, 
standardized test preparation, 
varsity sports, fine art 
commitments, and community 
service, there simply isn’t 
enough time in a day.

We are given way too much 
homework with the A  and 
honors classes. o I think on 
average unior year, I slept like 
four or five hours every night,  
said senior Lauren Heldebrand. 

am packed days eat into 
student’s sleep time, having 
a detrimental effect on their 
learning capabilities and overall 
wellness.

If you sleep five straight 
days with si  hours or less, you 
get a  drop in intellectual 
retention. o if you come in on 

riday and you’ve been ge ng 
si  hours or less all week, you 
come in at about  of what 
you’re intellectually capable of 
on Monday,  said pper chool 
psychologist r. aura oma

ream. 
hus, after a long five day 

school week, students are 
e hausted. All week they 
lived day to day, struggling to 
complete all the work for the 
day. he best thing they can do 
is rest up during the weekend 
to prepare for the ne t week. 

owever, due to e isting 
social pressures, weekends are 

the time high school students 
let loose  and destress 

through partying. Thus, high 
schoolers can take on a play
hard mentality.

I’m  more likely to go 
out and party if my previous 
week is more stressful than the 
norm,  one senior, who asked 
to remain anonymous, said.

Administrators acknowledge 
this is a grave issue. 

ead of pper chool Mr. 
eter ehr, said substance use 

poses the greatest threat to 
student wellness.

he things that keep me 
up at night of the wellness 
concerns are these weekend 
parties where, in many cases, 
parents are tolerating, if not 
providing, alcohol,  he said. 

hose decisions are disasters, 
and I think that’s something 
we need to grapple with as a 
community.

sing substance abuse to 
cope with high levels of stress 
is not unusual, actually it is 

uite common. 
In a study published by 
ambridge niversity ress, 

it was observed that a 
significantly higher proportion 
of regular drug users were 
among those who spent more 
than four hours per week on 
e tracurricular activities. 

The study found a higher 
proportion of students 

classified as stressed  to be 
regular substance users when 
compared to both the total 
sample and the non stressed 
group proportions.

When you’re really stressed 
out during the week and then 
you go off and are e posed to 
varying uantities of alcohol 
on the weekends, this of 
course also impacts memory, 
cognition and learning. It also 
screws up our social dynamics 
and sends emotions ust 
through the roof on all kinds of 
issues,  r. oma ream said. 

herefore the perfect storm 
is made. he culmination of 
sleep deprivation and stress 
induced substance use takes 
a significant toll on overall 
student wellness.

hese are two of the main 
barriers to wellness in the 
Kinkaid community. ut 
wellness is crucial to living a 
healthy, fulfilling life. 

pper chool administrators 
emphasize the need for 
wellness to be a priority. 

It’s e tremely important,  
Mr. ehr said. It’s part of what 
we have to do as a school 
because we want to support 
our students.  

In the following sections, 
we will break down where 
wellness initiatives have 
been implemented and how 
students can stay well. 
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Staying healthy requires students to seek balance between 
school, personal life and practice making wise decisions  
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STUDYING
While studying is essential to success in high school, it can also be very 
damaging to student well being. Kinkaid students are no strangers to the 
stresses of studying. owever, the administration attempts to promote healthy 

study habits. tarting in middle school, 
students must take a course that teaches 
e cient studying and organization 
skills. urthermore, in the re uired 

ecisions class, ninth grade students 
are given additional tips about studying 
and avoiding procrastination. In recent 
years, the school has ad usted to lighten 
the load for over stressed students. or 
instance, teachers have implemented a 
testing calendar where they can share 
testing dates with their colleagues to 

ensure that students are not being buried in assessments simultaneously. No 
homework weekends occur a few times every semester to give students a break 
from studying. 
A lot of times, we take on more than we probably can do,  Mr. ehr said. 
tudents ust try really hard to compete with the competing demands of having  

the toughest curriculum.

NUTRITION
or high schoolers, nutrition is especially 

important as they develop from teenagers 
into adults. ut nutrition for teens isn’t 
about having a perfect, clean diet. It is 
more about having a well rounded lifestyle. 

aving a bag of chips or ice cream isn’t the 
end all be all.

he cafeteria at Kinkaid has taken initiative 
to provide healthy options for students. or 
instance, a daily salad bar is full of a variety 

of fresh vegetables and healthy sides. 
Kinkaid has both healthy and unhealthy options, so students are able to make 

those healthy decisions. he healthy options are always available,  said senior 
Elena oya.
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FITNESS
taying fit undeniably improves mental 

health and overall well being. Kinkaid 
promotes student fitness by re uiring 
each student to participate in sports 
throughout their four years of high 
school. Additionally, an on campus gym 
is available to students before, during 
and after school hours.
We are very fortunate to have great 

coaches and other faculty members that 
allow us to achieve our fitness goals,  
said senior incoln olter.



SLEEP
ittle sleep is 

detrimental to growth. 
Sleep has been and 
still continues to 
be a ma or problem 
for pper chool 
students. The 
administration has 
made some changes 

that may lead to students sleeping more. aid changes consist 
of later start days, with school beginning at  a.m. on some 
days, no homework weekends, the implementation of block 
schedules, and nightly homework limits. hese may have 
had a positive effect overall, yet there’s still some progress 
that needs to be made. ince freshman year, I am definitely 
sleeping more, but the ma or problem I’m finding with sleep 
is teachers respecting the homework limits,  said senior 

auren eldebrand. Again, the administration is aware of this 
problem and continues to advise students to talk with their 
teachers about possible solutions when students are feeling 
overwhelmed. 

BELONGING
elonging is an 

essential for any 
student to succeed. 

owever, no matter 
what the school 
does, there is not one 
solution that can fi  
all the problems. One 
of the challenges with 
belonging comes with 
the fact that students 
can enter Kinkaid at a 

different time. he older students enter, the more di cult they 
find it to make friends. I came in ninth grade, and I still struggle 
to feel like I belong, as I came knowing nobody, and everyone 
already had their previous friend groups,  a sophomore, who 
asked to remain anonymous, said. Moreover, even some lifers at 
Kinkaid understand how new students may feel like they don’t 
belong. Well, I have been here for  years now, so I obviously 
feel like I belong,  said senior ooper uck. hat being said, 
I can easily see how some of the newer students feel like it is 
di cult to find their place.  

MINDFULNESS
As it has already been proven, Kinkaid students are 
continually busy and it is easy for them to be stressed. 

ne way to remediate stress I  through mindfulness. 
Mindfulness is finding peace within yourself,  said 

senior Will ielop. ielop and other seniors agreed 
upon re ecting on their last four years and found that 
practicing mindfulness helped them improve. I hope 
the school can do more to incentivize more all school 
activities for students in the coming years,  ielop said.

SERVICE
Kinkaid takes 
community service 
seriously. Failure 
to complete the 
community service 
credit can cost a 
senior a diploma. 
Each year, high 
school students 
must complete 

a minimum of three hours of community service. Many 
students e ceed this re uirement through hours outside 
school. olunteering is proven to have a positive impact 
on mental health and well being. esearch says that  
of people who volunteer say that volunteering improves 
their mood. sychologists call this a helper’s high.
I think the fact that we have a community service 

program is a testament to the resources that Kinkaid 
provides to students,  said ick hasin, vice president of 
the ommunity ervice eadership ouncil.
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SPORTS CREDITS:  
A requirement with a slant

Story and design by Ellie Mehta
With countless awards adorning 

the walls of the athletic facilities, 
students practicing on various 
fields throughout the day, and 
sports stickers decorating almost 
every locker, it is clear that athletics 
is a priority at Kinkaid. 

ehind all that pomp and 
circumstance is a demanding sports 
credit system.

e uiring a minimum of si  credits 
over the course of four years, 
many students find it di cult to 
balance the high demand of sports 
participation alongside Kinkaid’s 
rigorous curriculum. 

he amount of time I have to put 
into my sports can make it really 
hard to maintain my grades,  iley 

urdy, a freshman, said. o matter 
how much I love athletics, the time 
commitment can be really stressful.

In light of this, however, students 
e press little interest in changing 
the system’s re uirements. 

In part, this is due to the mental 
and physical benefits of sports. 

I think that while I lose some 
time doing sports,  Abby Woo, a 
sophomore, said. I find that I feel 
much happier and healthier than 
during off season.

articipation in regular physical 
activity can reduce an iety and 
improve brain health for adults and 
adolescents, per a study released 
by the Center for Disease Control 

and revention. 
In terms of physical health, 

e ercise also limits health risks 
while also strengthening muscles 
and bones. 

ue to the re uirements of the 
sports credit system being so high, 
Kinkaid has created alternative 
ways to gain a credit for other 
time consuming activities without 
participating on sports teams.

hese commitments  such as the 
pper chool musical, managing 

a sports team or shadowing an 
athletic trainer  are fun and 
uni ue alternatives to physical 
activity in order to gain a credit. 

I love being able to work with the 
trainer,  said sophomore Marissa 

ou , a student trainer. I’m able 
to learn more about a type of 
career that I might want to pursue 
in the future, and I get first hand 
e perience of what that type of ob 
would be like.  

n the surface, the sports credit 
may seem like a lot to manage 
alongside a challenging academic 
program, however, the system 
allows students to develop social 
and physical skills that will be 
beneficial throughout their futures.

We give our students the whole 
high school e perience from 
academics to the arts to athletics.  
said Mr. avid olm, director of 
athletics. ur sports credit system 
shows that as a school we value 

physical activity, fitness and being a 
part of a team.  

As a result of the credit system 
encouraging participation in more 
than one sport, students are able to 
branch out to other students who 
share a common interest. 

haring oy through achievements 
and disappointment through losses, 
students enrolled in sports are able 

ynthia ri ng, 
ead Athletic 

rainer, e plaining  
her process to 
Marissa ou , off
screen. 
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“We give our students 

the whole high school 

e perience from academics 

to the arts to athletics. ur 

sports credit system shows 

that as a school we value 

physical activity, fitness and 

being a part of a team. 

avid olm, director of 

athletics

to create new friendships with their 
peers outside their grade. 

A study by the niversity 
of lorida documents that 
participation in team sports 
prompts adolescents into making 
positive, lasting friendships and 
allows them to learn responsible 
social behaviors. 

efore I met one of my best 
friends, there was almost no 
opportunity to get to know 
her because we had no classes 
together,  Woo said. ut then 
during softball we started to talk 
and it was easy to become great 
friends because we already had 
something in common.   

ynthia ri n, ead Athletic rainer, works on a student, then 

e plains her process to Marissa ou

ene s of 
ph sical acti i  
o weigh demands
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Senior Joycie Brass’ Mondays start Senior Joycie Brass’ Mondays start 
with a race from the track to the science with a race from the track to the science 
lab. ross country practice ends at  lab. ross country practice ends at  
am. y  am, zero period has begun.am. y  am, zero period has begun.

ero period, an e tra class period once ero period, an e tra class period once 
a week before school that is required a week before school that is required 
for A  and honors science students, was for A  and honors science students, was 
created to make time for labs, which created to make time for labs, which 
take up class time. owever, labs take up class time. owever, labs 
are a bit different from class activities are a bit different from class activities 
because of safety concerns and specific because of safety concerns and specific 
lab set up and clean up, so they take up lab set up and clean up, so they take up 
more than usual activity time,  stated more than usual activity time,  stated 

r. onia layton, science department r. onia layton, science department 
chair. In theory, zero period is a perfect chair. In theory, zero period is a perfect 
solution. ut how useful do students solution. ut how useful do students 
find zero period to be in effect  find zero period to be in effect  

here isn’t enough time to do here isn’t enough time to do 
anything very productive but cover a anything very productive but cover a 
little bit of notes, so I sometimes feel little bit of notes, so I sometimes feel 
that it’s a waste,  said senior and A  that it’s a waste,  said senior and A  
physics student Jack Lemon.physics student Jack Lemon.

ero period only lasts  minutes, ero period only lasts  minutes, 
leaving a small window of time to leaving a small window of time to 
get work done. It is often used for get work done. It is often used for 
teachers to continue lessons and teachers to continue lessons and 
review  however, because of the review  however, because of the 
small amount of time, it is di cult to small amount of time, it is di cult to 
cover a significant amount of material, cover a significant amount of material, 
which leaves students feeling like it is which leaves students feeling like it is 
inconse uential. inconse uential. 

In addition, the ratio of zero periods In addition, the ratio of zero periods 
to labs is not balanced. Many weeks to labs is not balanced. Many weeks 
students have no lab but are still students have no lab but are still 
re uired to attend zero period, which re uired to attend zero period, which 
defeats its original purpose. On weeks defeats its original purpose. On weeks 
without labs, teachers should reconsider without labs, teachers should reconsider 
if zero period is necessary. And it might if zero period is necessary. And it might 

be if zero period is used for lessons and be if zero period is used for lessons and 
not lab work. not lab work. 

tudents also may benefit more from tudents also may benefit more from 
the e tra sleep that is lost by zero the e tra sleep that is lost by zero 
period. leep is essential to retaining period. leep is essential to retaining 
information. etaining A  and honorsinformation. etaining A  and honors
level material at any time of day is not level material at any time of day is not 
easy, but doing so early in the morning easy, but doing so early in the morning 
can make things even more di cult. In can make things even more di cult. In 
addition, in some cases, students receive addition, in some cases, students receive 
assessments in zero period, which assessments in zero period, which 
worsens the issue.worsens the issue.

esting in zero period should not esting in zero period should not 
happen. Asking students to be that happen. Asking students to be that 
academically challenged that early in the academically challenged that early in the 
morning is unfair of them and crosses a morning is unfair of them and crosses a 
boundary,  emon said.boundary,  emon said.

r. layton defended this, e plaining r. layton defended this, e plaining 
that she believes students retain that she believes students retain 
information during zero period. information during zero period. 

owever, she did mention that students owever, she did mention that students 
seem more engaged on the 9 a.m. start seem more engaged on the 9 a.m. start 
days. r. layton compared zero period days. r. layton compared zero period 
to  period, the class following lunch, to  period, the class following lunch, 
which some students love and others which some students love and others 
students do not enjoy. students do not enjoy. 

tudents get out whatever they put tudents get out whatever they put 
into zero period,  r. layton said.into zero period,  r. layton said.

Some AP and honors science classes Some AP and honors science classes 
need zero period more than others. or need zero period more than others. or 
instance, the necessity of zero period instance, the necessity of zero period 
is more apparent for courses like AP is more apparent for courses like AP 

iology, which covers an immense iology, which covers an immense 
amount of content. amount of content. 

I think in bio, it would have been very 
di cult without zero. It would have 
been unpleasant for us to fit that e tra 
content into the class,  rass said.

Instead of uniformly requiring the Instead of uniformly requiring the 
e tra class period for all A  and honors e tra class period for all A  and honors 
science classes, a possible solution could science classes, a possible solution could 
be only re uiring zero for courses with be only re uiring zero for courses with 
the most material. Also, eliminating the most material. Also, eliminating 
zero period for honors classes could be zero period for honors classes could be 
a solution since it doesn’t have a set a solution since it doesn’t have a set 
curriculum that needs to be covered. curriculum that needs to be covered. 

herefore, for honors classes, it is less herefore, for honors classes, it is less 
conse uential to cut e tra material that conse uential to cut e tra material that 
doesn’t fit the typical class period. doesn’t fit the typical class period. 

owever, r. layton e plained that owever, r. layton e plained that 
there is use in having zero period in there is use in having zero period in 
honors classes because they feed into honors classes because they feed into 
the A  classes. onors classes must the A  classes. onors classes must 
cover concepts that will be covered in cover concepts that will be covered in 
A . he worries that le ng go of zero A . he worries that le ng go of zero 
period for these honors classes poses period for these honors classes poses 
the risk of causing the AP course load to the risk of causing the AP course load to 
become more crunched.become more crunched.

Another possible solution is to have Another possible solution is to have 
zero period every other week for honors zero period every other week for honors 
and AP classes. Although possibly and AP classes. Although possibly 
di cult to schedule, this would align di cult to schedule, this would align 
more closely with the idea that zero more closely with the idea that zero 
period is meant to create space for labs, period is meant to create space for labs, 
which occur roughly every other week in which occur roughly every other week in 
most honors and AP science courses.most honors and AP science courses.

r. layton encourages conversation r. layton encourages conversation 
between the students and teachers.between the students and teachers.

tudents need to have those tudents need to have those 
conversations with their teachers and conversations with their teachers and 
give them feedback over what is helpful give them feedback over what is helpful 
and what is not,  r. layton e plained.and what is not,  r. layton e plained.

If students want to see changes, the If students want to see changes, the 
best way to start is by talking to their best way to start is by talking to their 
teachers if they feel a specific zero teachers if they feel a specific zero 
period is a waste of time or ineffective.period is a waste of time or ineffective.



With the final few months of the 
school year rapidly approaching, 
many seniors have decided where 
they are going to spend the ne t 
four years of their lives. 

ecause of this, seniors have 
much more free time available 
to them and to fill this void of 
openness many turn to streaming 
services such as e li , ulu, and 

 Ma .
hese programs categorize 

several titles by views and their 
popularity, but how do these titles 
rank with Kinkaid seniors  

verall, action drama and 
adventure shows ranked the 
highest with seniors, with around 

 of polled people agreeing they 
were the most fun to watch.

enior avir ande thinks 
that ame of hrones  is an 
unforgettable classic show  that 

everyone should watch at some 
point. 

It’s an older show, but still 
incredible,  ande said. e cited the 
show’s fantastic world building and 
amazing story as the main parts of 
its greatness.

he  universe is so 
developed, with different spinoffs 
and a huge fanbase,  ande said.

ame of hrones  has also won 
a number of awards, including 
multiple Emmys and olden lobes 
for both the series and its actors.

Another highly praised show 
mentioned by seniors was he 

ast of s  on  Ma . 
enior Ma  e la osa thinks 

its popularity is due to the polar 
main characters and their comple  
interactions.  

he show does a great ob of 
making the audience feel invested in 
the characters and does a fantastic 
ob making viewers care about what 
happens,  e la osa said.

While many recommended 
various adventure and action 
shows, senior incoln olter 
mentioned a new hit comedy
drama, nly Murderers in he 

uilding.  
I watched it with my mom, and I 

felt like we both really en oyed it,  
olter said.

nly Murderers in he uilding  
is a hit show on ulu, ranked o. 

 for the most streamed original 
show.

It’s an intense show following an 
investigation  it was one of the 
best things I’ve watched in a while,  

olter said.

reaking ad,  an Emmy winning 
hit  show was also mentioned 
by several people. he show is 
available on e li  and has an 
enormous fanbase. 

he suspense in the show and 
the way the story is written are 
both fantastic,  senior reston 

erleth said. hey also use 
amazing filming techni ues that 
give the show a uni ue feel.

enior ooper uck agreed.
I thought the multiple storylines 

and plots that all cross paths were 
really cool,  uck mentioned. 
You have all these amazing and 

talented actors, all ust doing their 
thing on screen and creating this 
phenomenal show.

enior Ana usman wanted to 
especially point out White otus.  

It is a great mystery drama that 
has a touch of humor and is overall 
a fantastic show,  usman said. 
I would highly recommend it to 

anyone who wants to try watching 
something a little different.

ther honorable mentions that 
m seniors mentioned include he 

oys,  he esignated urvivor,  
inny and eorgia,  zark,  
arcos,  uter anks,  and 

Kaleidoscope.  

enior Ethan ett
takes a break and 
watches reaking

ad.

TV Shows Seniors Can’t Get 
Enough Of

I E Y E

 ifestyles

By Matthew Berman



SHOWS PORTRAY WIDE VARIETY OF DRAMA, PLOTS
 “Game of Thrones” is a highly popular American fantasy 
television series that aired on  from  to . 

he show is based on the A ong of Ice and ire  series 
of novels by eorge . . Martin.  can be viewed on 

 MA , and has earned  Emmys and an IM b rating 
of . .

“The Last of Us” is an American post apocalyptic television 
series based on the video game of the same name 
developed by aughty og. he show premiered on  
MA  in une . he show is still releasing episodes 
each week and is not old enough to recieve any awards yet, 
however he ast of s  has an IM b sore of .  so far. 

“Only Murders in the Building” is an American comedy
drama television series that premiered on ulu in August 

. he show follows three strangers, played by teve 
Martin, Martin hort, and elena omez, who share 
an obsession with true crime and become involved in a 
murder investigation in their pper West ide apartment. 

“Breaking Bad” is a critically acclaimed American television 
series that aired on AM  from  to . he show 
follows the story of Walter White, a high school chemistry 
teacher who is diagnosed with terminal cancer and decides 
to manufacture and sell methamphetamine to provide for 
his family after his death, scoring a .  IM b rating and 
earning  Emmys. reaking ad  can be watched on 

e li .

“The White Lotus” is an American television series created 
by Mike White that premiered on  in . he show 
is a social satire that follows the guests and employees 
of a lu urious awaiian resort, the White otus. White 
otus  scored and IM b rating of .  and  otten 
omatoes rating.

 ifestyles 

By Matthew Berman



Musical ADDS DancE FOR true story with a TWIST

The ‘Hello’ sisters share love of theatre during show
By Kate St. Julien

The McMullen sisters and King twins both shared their love 
of theatre.

In the spring musical, “The Hello Girls,” four out of the 
five female leads were portrayed by senior aylor McMullen, 
sophomore Reese McMullen, and juniors Alexandra and 
Isabelle King. hese sisters spent time together at home and at 
rehearsal, which was enjoyable for them.

We can help each other on our own times, and it’s 
convenient for running lines and dances,” Alexandra said.

Reese McMullen explained how it could also be challenging 
at times. 

Musical ADDS DancE FOR true story with a TWIST
“Legally Blonde,” “Mamma Mia,” “Pippin.” These are 

some of the uintessential shows performed by high 
school theatre troupes across the country. However, this 
year, the Kinkaid theatre department decided to go in a 
different direction. 

From Feb. 24-26, the theatre department performed 
“The Hello Girls,” a musical that chronicles the true story 
of five American women who served as switchboard 
operators during World War I and their fight for their 
military recognition. 

In World War I, the military was having trouble 
communicating uickly. ue the ello irls.  undreds 
of bilingual women were tasked with operating telephone 
lines, which turned the tide of the war. hey worked 
together using their bilingual abilities to communicate 
orders and requests to the front lines.

Mr. cott ambert, director of isual and erforming 
Arts, was inspired to choose “The Hello Girls” because of 
the fact that this story isn’t included in Kinkaid’s and most 
schools’ history curriculum.

“This is a story that needs to be told,” Mr. Lambert said.
he original ff roadway musical was written for 

 actors  five men and five women, all of whom played 
instruments on stage. Mr. Lambert adapted the 10-person 
cast to fit Kinkaid’s person ensemble. 

It is definitely a challenge,  he said. he ob as 
a director is to have a creative vision and be able to 
communicate that vision to a large number of people.” 

Students and cast members were mostly unaware of 
the ff roadway show.

When I found out it was ello irls,’ I was intrigued 
because I had never heard of it,” sophomore Ella Fox said. 
I’m e cited to be a part of something so fun and different 

because it’s a very cool story we are telling.  
or Mr. ambert, centralizing the story about the five 

female leads was paramount. 

“Every design element in the show and every 
choreographic element in the show is about pu ng 
your focus on the five ello irls,’  he said.

he original musical didn’t include much dancing 
in it, so creating the choreography was an interesting 
process.

“This was a huge choreographic challenge for 
me,” Mrs. Danyale Williams, dance teacher and 
choreographer said. “There was no blueprint to follow 
or video to glean inspiration from, so the movement 
had to be organic and took a lot of thought. The most 
important aspect of choreography is simply to help tell 
the story of the characters.”

As the musical takes place in 1918, historical 
accuracy is a fundamental level of criteria. Mr. Lambert 
emphasized that the most important part of the show 
was “telling this story correctly.” 

owever, an e citing aspect of this musical was that 
even though the show takes place in 1918, the show 
opens with present-day actors telling the audience a 
story, then ashes back over  years ago. hroughout 
the show, there are subtle reminders that the characters 
were, in fact, actors, making the show a play-within-a-
play. he contemporary music re ected that while the 
show takes place in the past, present-day actors told the 
story.  

Mr. Lambert emphasized the idea of “The Hello Girls” 
being a concept musical. 

hings aren’t necessarily spelled out for you the 
whole time,  ambert said. It is asking you as an 
audience to go on the journey of telling this story.”

tudents attending he ello irls  e perienced a 
blend of history and entertainment. 

he production of this show is going to be unlike 
any production of the show that has ever been done,  
Lambert said.

By Emerson Heath

ARTS

I hang out with other people so it doesn’t feel like I’m with my 
sister all the time,  eese said.

his situation could change the dynamics of rehearsal, but it 
also made it challenging for the director, Mr. cott ambert, to 
costume the actresses and make them look different on stage, 
but it helped that each sister was wigged. 

It’s been funny to deal with, but we’re wigging them and that 
should make a difference for us,  ambert said. 

his situation was intriguing and caused changes to be made 
with directing choices and the way that the actors interacted 
with each other. 
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The search for a vital  
position in he ello irls  
ended when senior
 Senior Jack Lemon was 
recommended as the French 
consultant in the show. 
Accuracy was 
crucial for the historical show, 
which incorporated elements of French language since 
it takes place during World War I. 

emon was recognized as the perfect fit for the 
position since he is co president of the rench lub 
and president of Thespians. The consultant role 
blended his biggest interests. 

“The job seems like the natural marriage of two of 
my greatest passions,” Lemon said. 

e was up for the responsibilities that ensured the 
show’s accuracy.

Mr. ambert would definitely agree with me that I 
am more concerned about the French being accurate 
than he is, so a lot of this work is me being a nerd 
about the language,” Lemon said.

In the beginning, Lemon was needed as a translator 
of the French dialogue. Once the cast was brought in, 
he ensured the actors’ dialogue was precise. 

“I pull the girls aside who speak to check in with 
them and hear them speak their French lines,” Lemon 
said. “We make the adjustments as needed, and the 
girls go on and do amazing.”

He said he was glad to assist with the show.
“I really love being able to do this,” Lemon said. “I 

just love being able to help out with the show in any 
way I can.”

Senior Ensures That 
Language Is Not a Barrier

y ennett owman

The “Hello Girls” and female ensemble members are about to begin a fun, 
carefree dance number.  

Senior Jaisal Kalapatapu and junior Alexandra King act out a scene 
where he outlines the Army’s rules. 

Grace Banker, played by junior Alex King, expresses her desire to do something meaningful.

hotos by ennett owman
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BEHIND THE CAMERA

Mrs. Bess Connell, photography teacher, 
is capturing precious moments of her baby 
son William’s growth through her lens. 

espite her busy schedule, she finds 
time to document milestones of her little 
one’s life. 

“I’m taking photos of him to remember,” 
she said. e had his first laugh last 
weekend. His dad was kissing him, and he 

started giggling, and that was really e citing.  
While time with her son is more scarce 

since she returned to school after 
maternity leave, photography allows her 
to document these memories and feel 
connected to William even while at work. 

“Now that I’m back at work. I cherish 
the time that I have with him more than 
maybe I did before,” Connell said. 

Photography students at Kinkaid explore how the 
production of a photo, both digital and film, changes how 
they can express what photography means to them. 

In Photography IV, students can experiment with 
different types of photography. 

ilm photography is a popular area of e ploration for 
students. Kinkaid’s dark room has multiple working spaces 
for students where photos can be developed quickly, 
which photography teacher Mrs. Bess Connell said sets 
it apart from other institutions she has been a part of, 
including tra ord igh chool and even the niversity 
of e as at Austin. Kinkaid students en oy the facilities as 
well. 

“The feeling of having a polished, completed photograph 
that you have put hours into is wonderful,  unior 
Marguerite Pyne said.

Many Photography III students love being in the 
darkroom, as they can have a more hands-on experience 
in the production of their photos.  

“I love this step of the photo-developing process because 
I en oy seeing my photo darken and come to life as it is 
put in the developer,” sophomore Emona Ji said. “It is the 
moment when you see a photo you have been anticipating 
from a small negative into a print.

The photography program at Kinkaid not only lets 
students e plore different photo production methods but 
also different types of photos from landscape to still life.

“My favorite type of photography would have to be 
portraiture,” Ji said. “I think that people are able to 
tell such meaningful stories ust through their facial 
e pressions or their body language. I also en oy meeting 

By Cami Culbertson

new people to take photos of and bonding with those I am 
already close with.” 

Students are able to use the photography medium to deliver 
art in ways that they cannot necessarily achieve in other 
visual art mediums. In photography, students can use shutter 
speed, angles, apertures and timing to recreate a moment 
with a photo. Students especially treasure the permanence 
and reality of a picture.

“I believe that photography is an expression of reality. In 
photography, you are taking a photo of a moment in time,  
Pyne said. 

Students found their love for photography and desire to 
e plore with numerous different stories. ome started taking 
photos at a young age while others found their passion in 
high school.

Pyne said her experience in photography started when 
we first took hotography I in her freshman year with Mrs. 
Connell.

Camille Watson, senior, found her interest at a younger 
age. She would watch her mother take photos of her friends 
and read a book about Arnold Schwarzenegger when she 
was little. When she entered high school, she continued 
to explore and discover photography under Mrs. Connell’s 
teaching. 

onnell had her first  millimeter camera when she was 
young. She got a digital camera once she was in college and 
finds that technology for photography continues to improve. 

For example, iPhone photography has taken a rise, phones 
being able to produce beautiful prints in high uality. Mrs. 

onnell encourages students to e plore different types of 
photography, from an i hone to film.  

students utilize resources to produce different forms of photography

New Family Brought Into the Picture

hoto e hibit hangs in pper chool hallway.

Kinkaid Dark Room

By Harrison Lawrence
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PHOTO FEATURE

PHOTO BY EMONA JI, SOPHOMORE

PHOTO BY CAMILLE WATSON, 
SENIOR
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hoto e hibit hangs in pper chool hallway.

Kinkaid Dark Room
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Prospects in 
Swimming

y Elliott rantz

 ports

SPORTS

or years, the Kinkaid varsity swim 
program has been competitive in the 

 championship race. 
hrough a rigorous practice schedule 

and great team chemistry and 
companionship, the Kinkaid swimmers 
have found a great deal of success 
while working hard. 

Every morning, the swimmers wake 
up at the break of dawn to ump into 
the pools for practice. 

hey have morning practices at  
a.m.at the ad’s lub. he ad’s lub 
opens at  a.m. on weekdays, and it 
is only  minutes away from Kinkaid, 
so it is perfect for early morning swim 
practices. 

It has multiple lanes, so all swimmers 
are able to practice at the same time. 

his season, the team is fortunate 
to have two college commits who will 
spend the ne t four years competing 
among the best swimmers of their age 
group. 

oth senior ydney mith and 
senior ade uncan are committed to 

orthwestern niversity to swim for 
their illustrious team. 

oth mith and uncan have been on 
the Kinkaid varsity swim team and have 
been dominant since their freshman 
year.  

he team was dominant this year 
during the   race. 

he Kinkaid men’s relay team won 
gold in the  free relay. he relay 
team consisted of uncan, homas 

arr, and brothers Ale ander and 
en amin arahbod. Ale ander arahbod  dives in at the  

 Invitational meet.

uncan also earned first place in the 
men’s  and  freestyle, beating the 
current  record a record that he 
held  in both races. 

mith earned first place for the 
women’s  freestyle and for the  
individual medley. 

ike uncan, mith beat the current 
 record for both races, beating a 

record that she already held. 
Another big winner was freshman 

ohn atterson, who placed second in 
the  diving race. 

As a team, I think we did an amazing 
ob. We all grew personally and as a 
team,  uncan said.

he program is led by head coach 
Erica Mayer and assistant coaches 

avid argainer and Evan hastain. 
hese coaches have turned the Kinkaid 

swim program into a current  
powerhouse, and their impact and 
great work cannot be overlooked. 

or e ample, the team competed at 

With early morning 
practices, hard work, 
team members gain 
dominance in SPC



ports 

The swimming and diving team 
had four seniors: Paysan Lou, 
Alexander Farahbod, Sydney 
Smith and Cade Duncan. 

Smith and Duncan committed 
early to Northwestern University. 

They both dominant in their 
swim meets since their freshman 
year at Kinkaid.  

Team celebrates its seniors 
Victory Lap

Sophomore 
Matthew 
Berman 
prepares 
to dive at 
a meet in 
Alief. 
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JV BALLERS: A SEASON IN PICTURES

Varsity Soccer Captains share a season to remember

By Camron Baldwin

Since he was little, Ethan 
ett has kicked around a 

soccer ball in his yard with 
his dad, slowly building up his 
skill and forging a lifelong love 
for the sport.

ow, over a decade since he 
began his ourney with soccer, 
he’s a senior in the Upper School 
and one of the three captains of 
the varsity soccer team.

I ust always thought soccer 
was fun,  ett said. I picked up 
the ball and never put it back 
down.

ett has been playing soccer 
along with fellow senior co
captains Henry Hawthorn and 

olden eacock since he came 
to Kinkaid in the si th grade.

I always look forward to 
soccer season,  senior enry 

awthorn, a co captain of 
the team, said. My favorite 
part of every season is 
beating t. ohn’s.

his season, awthorn’s 
dream came true with a  
victory over the St. John’s 
team ahead of the SPC 
conference in February. At 

the SPC conference itself over 
the weekend of eb. , the 
team clawed all the way to the 
finals before a final  loss 
against Episcopal, ending the 
reigning champs’  run in 
second place overall.

hrough all the grand 
e citement at , co captain 
and senior olden eacock 
finds his favorite moments in 
the smaller goals.

My favorite moment this 
season, for me, was when I 
scored against t. Marks,  he said.

hrough it all, the captains 
agreed that their biggest 
takeaway from every season is 
that their love for the sport only 
grew stronger.

It’s my favorite time of the 
year,  ett said. I’m definitely 

The soccer team celebrates at the February SPC 
championship. Photo courtesy of Eric Wang

gonna miss my teammates, 
games, and even rivalries once I 
go to college.

eeing as all three captains this 
year are seniors, this is their last 
season at Kinkaid  however, for 
ett and awthorn, it’s far from 

their last soccer season.
his past summer, ufts 

reached out to me to talk about 
commi ng,  ett said. I went to 
Boston for a visit and a month 
later, I was committed. It’ll be 
an ad ustment for sure, but I’m 
ust e cited about the future for 
now.

awthorn is playing collegiate 
soccer for arnegie Mellon 
University.

n leaving the team ne t year, 
all three captains agreed that 
the team would still be in good 

hands.
I think they should be 

good ne t year without 
me,  ett said. We have 
so many good uniors that 
can rise up to be captains 
ne t year, and I’m e cited 
to see what they do 
without us.

By Camron Baldwin
hotos by Ale ander Miles

he  soccer team watches a game from the 
sidelines

oach ohnny alic talks to the team.

he  goalie guards the goal.



  The Falcon’s mission is to be an accurate and 
reliable source of information for the Kinkaid chool 
community by informing readers about school-related 
topics.

uestions or comments  
We welcome readers’ feedback. lease email aisal.
kalapatapu kinkaid.org or call   or use 
the form at thefalcon.kinkaid.org.
etters can be sent to  he Kinkaid chool,

 Kinkaid chool r., ouston,  

lease direct advertising in uires to
 aisal.kalapatapu kinkaid.org

The opinions expressed in The Falcon belong solely to 
the writer and are not a re ection or representation 
of the opinions of the school.
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The Falcon is 
published si  times 
a school year. 
The magazine 
is distributed to 

 pper chool 
students. There are 

 free print copies 
that are available to 
the pper chool 
community and 
available for pick 
up in the pper 

chool  there are 
 subscribers. he 

Falcon is a member 
of CSPA and NSPA.
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